Who we are

F.I.U.M. – Fabbrica Italiana Utensileria Meccanica is a company established in 1919 and it has always been committed to the production of threading tools, especially taps and dies. Over to the manufacture of standard products, the company has moved its activity during last fifteen years on special and out of standard stock production to satisfy increasingly heterogeneous requests.

More, F.I.U.M. is the exclusive agent for the Italian market for the French company Magafor, one of the world leaders in the production of cutting tools since 1937 and specialist on micro-tooling and combined tools.
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Tel. +39 02 9471770
Umberto Cereghini : fiumsrl@fium.it

Hand and machine taps in HSS, HSSE 5% Co and sintered steel ASP30.
Standard tolerance, 6G, 7G, 4H, 6H + 0,10, 6H + 0,20.
Iso metric coarse and fine thread, American UNC, UNF, UNEF e UN,
English BSW e BSF, for pipes BSP, BSPT, NPT, NPTF, NPSM, NPSF, PG,
trapezoidal threads.
For tooling on steel, stainless steel, cast iron, brass, and aluminium.
Coatings TiN, TiAlN, CrN e ZrN.
Dies with gun nose in HSS.
Hand and machine threading kit.

Traditional centre drills, NC spotting drills, centre drills for threaded holes.
One and three flutes countersinks, deburring tools with hole, step drills and piloted counterbores.
Front and back chamfering conical cutters, threading end-mills, O-ring and circlips milling cutters.
End-mills, micro end-mills, reamers and micro-reamers in HSSE or full carbide.
Micro-drills and multi-function tools.